The Distribution of Interstellar Dust
Comparing the distribution of the observed Ha line intensity
in Fig. 1 with the distribution of continuum emission across the
Rosette nebula (Fig. 2, 3) it turns out that the features in the
north-western region are very similar on both maps, but that
strong differences are visible in the southern region. Fig. 4
shows the comparison of the observed and the expected Ha
emission estimated from the 4750 MHz continuum emission
quantitatively. Only points at which both the Ha and radio
continuum intensities are greater than 2.5 times the rms noise
were used. The mean value of interstellar extinction between
the nebula and earth at 6563 A is A(Ha)=(1.21 ±0.04)mag.
This value results from UBV photometry data of NGC 2244 by
Ogura and Ishida (1981, Publ. Astron. Soc. Japan 33,149) who
obtained a reddening of E(B-V) =0.47 mag, and from the mean
interstellar extinction law A(1/A) reviewed by Schmidt-Kaler
(1982, in: Landolt-Börnstein, Gr. VI, Bd. 2b, 449). After subtracting this value of the "interstellar" A(Ha) from the absorption map the remaining absorption must be "Iocal", that is must
OCcur in the direct neighbourhood of the H I1 gas in front of the
Rosette nebula. Its mean value in Fig. 4 is (1.9±0.5) mag. In
the north-western region A(Ha)=(1.3±0.1) mag is nearly
Constant down to the noise limit at the nebula edge. In southern
condensations it increases up to (4.3±0.1) mag, but varies
around a mean value of (2.5±0.2) mag. The mean error of a
single value is 0.3 mag.

shape of CO cloud structures and their distribution correspond
quite weil to that of the absorption by interstellar dust. Using the
assumption that all CO molecular c10uds within the considered
region contain dust grains, it is possible to distinguish between
CO clouds Iying in front of and those Iying behind the H 11 region,
because dust absorption is only visible from dust clouds in front
of the nebula.
Indeed the CO clouds are distributed behind as weil as in
front of the nebula. This suggests that the H 11 region is
embedded in the molecular cloud complex. The centre and the
greatest part of the nebula are visible within a region of relative
small dust absorption (Fig. 4). Thus we suppose that the H 11
region is Iying at the border of the complex. A more detailed
model of the complex (Celnik, 1982, thesis, Ruhr-Universität
Bochum) could be established using the velocity field within the
complex. Radial velocity information had been given by Fountain, Gary and O'Deli (1979, Ap. J. 229, 971) and by Blitz and
Thaddeus. Assuming a spherical shape of the complex we find
for the total mass of the dust Md = 5,400 M0 . The total mass of
the whole cloud complex consists of the masses of neutral
hydrogen, molecules, stars, ionized matter and dust grains.
Different authors have previously estimated the masses of
neutral hydrogen (1.5.10 5 M0 , Raimond, 1964, thesis, Leiden),
molecules (1.3.10 5 M0 , Blitz and Thaddeus) and stars
(5,000 M0 for NGC 2244, Ogura and Ishida). For the total mass
we derive MIet = 3.2.105 M0 , which corresponds to a density of
about 0.5 M0 /pc 3 . 82 % of the total mass is in the form of
neutral hydrogen and molecules.

.A Model of the Rosette Nebu la
and Its Neighbourhood
The measured radio continuum intensities of Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 integrated in rings of 1 and 4 arcmin width around the
nebula centre could be reproduced by a spherical symmetrical
radial distribution of electron density with a central cavity and a
hole in the shell pointing approximately to the direction of the
line of sight. The mean value of the electron density in the shell
~s Ne ==(15.0±1.5) cm- 3 . This model results in a total mass of
lonized material in the nebula of Mien =(29,700±3,800) M0 .
Interstellar dust clouds and molecular c10ud complexes are
frequently correlated. Blitz and Thaddeus (1980, Ap. J. 241,
676) have observed CO molecules in the Mon OB2 molecular
cloud complex in the Rosette nebula region with angular
resolutions very similar to that of the A(Ha) map. Both the

Conclusions
From the comparison of the photoelectrically measured
distribution of the Ha emission line intensity across the Rosette
nebula with the distribution of the radio continuum intensity it
was possible to construct the distribution of interstellar dust in
front of the nebula. The comparison of this dust distribution with
measurements of molecular spectral lines from other authors
resulted in a model of the molecular cloud complex Mon OB2 in
three dimensions. The Rosette nebula is embedded in this
complex near the border, on the side turned to the direction of
the Sun. No evidence could be found that the Monoceros Loop
has any connection to the Rosette nebula or the molecular
c10ud complex.

The Copenhagen Binary Project
J. V. Clausen, Copenhagen University Observatory
While this short contribution is written and the rain has been
POuring down in Denmark, surely setting up new records, we
strongly hope for an unbroken long series of clear, stable
photometric nights at La Silla. The last long-term (40 nights)
photometric observing run for our eclipsing binary project at the
D~nish 50 cm telescope began a few nights ago. Last - at least
wlth the characteristically shaped, well-known uvby photometer mounted at the manually operated telescope, a combination
which through the years has demonstrated its accuracy and
reliability in a large number of projects in different fields of
galactic research.
Besides these important features, we have benefitted from a
remarkably stable photometric instrumental system (E. H.
Olsen, 1977, Astron. Astrophys. 58, 217). A discontinuity will
now be introduced. A most welcome one, since much faster

Strömgren photometers of the type known from the Danish
1.5 m telescope are now available. A year from now - according to the schedule - the observer will find arenovated
microcomputer-controlled, fast-moving 50 cm telescope,
equipped with a new efficient 6-channel uvby-beta photometer
in the dome.
So it might be opportune to give a brief status report at this
stage of the project even though more spectroscopic observations are still needed.

More Than 500 Nights
The first observations for the Copenhagen binary project
were made at the Danish 50 cm telescope at La Silla in 1971.
Since then more than 500 nights have been allocated, and well-
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eovered and aeeurate uvby lightcurves have been obtained for
about 40 relatively bright (approximately 4.5-9.5 mag) southern eelipsing binaries. Many astronomers eontribute or have
eontributed to the projeet whieh was started by the late B.
Gr0nbeeh, K. Gyldenkerne and H. E. J0rgensen. During the
following years B. Nordström, Bo Reipurth, J. Andersen, B. E.
Helt and I have been eollaborating on the photometrie observations and analyses and lately A. Gimenez and L. P. Vaz have
joined the group.
For many of the systems, high-quality radial veloeity eurves
have also been established from high-dispersion eoude
speetra observed with the ESO 1.5 m teleseope. This indispensable part of the binary projeet is earried out by J.
Andersen. In one ease the radial veloeities have been
observed with the CORAVEL and the Danish 1.5 m teleseope.
The majority of the eandidates seleeted for the projeet are
weil detached double-lined systems with main sequence components, between whieh the interaetions are rather week and
the lighteurves thereby relatively uneomplieated. This seleetion
is elosely guided by the main seientifie purpose - to eontribute
with a signifieant inerease to the available information on
absolute stellar dimensions and to use the preeise binary data
for empirical tests o( stellar evolution calculations.
Until now about 40 papers on individual eelipsing binaries
have been published and some 25 more lighteurves are
finished. Those for whieh suffieient speetroseopie material is
also available are presently under analysis. However, some of
the important eandidates are still laeking speetroseopy, and
more observing time is needed.

known (mainly listed by D. M. Popper) but laeked both aeeurate
photometry and good speetroseopy. Sinee about 1973, when
the speetroseopie part was started at the ESO 1.5 m teleseope,
most of these systems have been observed in the Copenhagen
binary projeet together with new eandidates, diseovered mainly
in the radial veloeity programmes and in the extensive uvby
field programmes earried out at La Silla by Danish astronomers.
AItogether I think it is fair to say that we have had the faeilities
and possibilities for a eontribution of a size whieh only few other
European groups eould have made. The need for so many
systems and so mueh observing time as mentioned above is
probably best illustrated by shortly looking at the present
situation with respeet to reliable binary data.

Absolute Stellar Dimensions
That the situation has improved signifieantly sinee 1969 is
elearly seen from the reeent eritieal review on stellar masses by
D. M. Popper (1980, Ann. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 18,115) and
from a glanee to the empirieal stellar mass -Iuminosity relation
based on the data ineluded there (see R. C. Smith, 1983,
Observatory 103,29). Our projeet has eontributed with aeeurate dimensions for 13 of the 48 eelipsing binaries, ineluding - if
the reader will please not aeeuse me for priding myself (I am
doing photometry, not speetroseopy) - 3 of the only 4 real
eonfident masses for stars earlier than B6 (approximately 4
solar masses).

But Why?
log g

Weil, more than 500 gene rally perfeet La Silla nights is a
eonsiderable amount of observing time - why at all was sueh a
large observing projeet started?
Undoubtedly the main souree of inspiration was the lAU
Colloquium No. 6 held in Denmark baek in 1969 (eds. K.
Gyldenkerne and R. M. West, published by Copenhagen
University Observatory 1970). At this meeting D. M. Popper
presented a review on the knowledge of masses and radii of
eelipsing binaries and their aeeuraey. It elearly demonstrated
first of all that only very few reliable dimensions were available,
but also espeeially that more lighteurves were at that time
strongly needed. Several systems had good speetroseopy but
no photometry.
Furthermore, the review gave inspiration to an investigation
whieh very nieely illustrated the potential of eombining absolute
dimensions from analyses of eclipsing binaries with theoretieal
stellar model ealeulations (D. M. Popper, H. E. J0rgensen, D.
C. Morton and D. S. Leekrone, 1970, Astrophys. J, 161, L57). It
presented adetermination of the helium to hydrogen ratio for
Population I stars on the basis of masses and luminosities for
the presumably unevolved eomponents of seven eclipsing
binaries. Together with six more systems, whieh from their
mass-radius relationship were found to be evolved, they made
out the total and thus very insuffieient empirieal material
available for B9-G2 main-sequenee systems (approximately
1-3 solar masses) at that time.
Having % of the observing time at the Danish 50 em teleseope, newly installed at La Silla and equipped with a new uvby
photometer for simultaneous observations in the four bands, it
was therefore quite natural to inelude also lighteurve observations in the list of projeets for that instrument. The more so
beeause new extensive programmes on stellar model ealeulations were at that time earried out at the institute.
Besides the eelipsing binaries without lighteurves, mentioned above, several favourable southern systems were
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Fig. 1: Log 9 - log M diagram based on masses and radii and their
mean errors from Tables 2 and 4 in the review by D. M. Popper (a few
systems given comments are left out). Heavy symbols indicate results
from the Copenhagen binary project (a few unpublished systems
added).

Already this small number lor the early type region indicates
a need lor still more data. And what il we want to trace
evolutionary effects within the main-sequence band and want
to make a critical empirical test 01 the available theory? Here
the answer is not easily obtained Irom the mass-Iuminosity
diagram wh ich almost hides the dimension 01 evolution.
. Let me give a short illustration 01 the present possibilities and
Iimitations in a simplilied Irame where only the two most
lundamental parameters - mass and radius - obtained Irom
combined photometric and spectroscopic analyses 01 doubleIined eclipsing binaries are used.
Fig. 1 presents a mass-surface gravity diagram where the
data have again been taken Irom the review by D. M. Popper.
Results lrom the Copenhagen binary project are indicated by
heavy symbols. The two curves also shown represent the
theoretical zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) and the top 01 the
main-sequence band (TAMS) lor theoretical models where a
chemical composition 01 (X, Z) = (0.70, 0.02) has been
assumed (P. M. Hejlesen, 1980, Astron. Astrophys. Suppt. Sero
39, 347). For the most lavourable systems and the most
Complete analyses the stellar dimensions are determined with
an accuracy 01 1-2 per cent, and as seen, this gives very good
resolution and pinpoints a star (Iixed mass) within about 120 01
the main-sequence band. However, it also speaks lor itsell that
thls nice possibility 01 recognizing evolutionary effects within
the care hydrogen burning phase 01 evolution is lost il the
aCcuracy is not 01 this level. Even some 01 the data shown in
Fig. 1 cannot be considered quite uselul in this connection. The
reader will also notice that a reliable empirical ZAMS is not
delined by the too lew systems at hand.
Here it should 01 course be mentioned that the position 01 the
theoretical ZAMS depends on the chemical composition 01 the
models. A change in the metal content parameter Z 01 ± 0.01
will e. g. shift the theoretical ZAMS by approximately ± 0.05 in
log g, whereas the dependence on the hydrogen/helium content is much lower. Therelore, a detailed empirical test 01
theoretical model calculations cannot be based on radii and
~asses alone; less directly determined parameters lor the
blnary components are also needed.
The theoretical Irame can instead be effective temperaturesUrface gravity diagrams lor a network 01 different chemical
c(ompositions, giving theoretical mass tracks and isochrones
see e.g. the paper by P. M. Hejlesen mentioned above). The
effective temperatures lor the components are derived lrom the
colour indices and the calibration 01 the photometrie system,
and in some cases inlormation on the metallicity can also be
obtained in this way, e. g. lor F-type systems through the mlIndex 01 the uvby system. Sufficient accuracy in the temperature determination is 01 course only obtained il accurate
Photometry in a well-calibrated multicolour system is available.
It is then interesting to investigate il, lor a given chemical
composition, the two components are located at the same
ISochrone (i. e. are 01 the same age) and simultaneously both
Iie at the theoretical evolutionary tracks lor their mass. This
determines, in principle and il correct theoretical models are
aSSumed, the age and chemical composition 01 the binary. And
more important, Irom a large number 01 carelully selected, weil
observed and critically analysed detached systems a detailed
check 01 the s/ope of the isochrones is thereby obtained.
.Such comparisons with theory have been published together
wlth the absolute stellar dimensions lor many 01 the individual
systems in the Copenhagen binary project, and the reader is
;elerred to ou.r series 01 papers in Astronomy and Astrophysics
bor more details. Analyses lor about 15 individual systems have
teen published until now. A briel presentation of the fundamenal parameters lor some 01 the systems and 01 the helium
Content derived Irom these data has been given by H. E.
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Fig. 2: y lightcurve of the O-type system EM Gar observed with the
Oanish 50 cm telescope at La Silla. Observations from February 1983
are not included, only the 1, 175 points obtained before, mainly in 1982,
are shown.

JeJrgensen (1978, lAU Symp. No. 80, 433).
The articles relerred to above also describe in detail the
methods 01 observation, reduction and analysis. Critical
remarks on the determination 01 absolute dimensions can be
lound in J. Andersen, J. V. Clausen and B. Nordström, 1980
(lAU Symp. No. 88,81), and I will not repeat all what can justas
weil be read there. On the other hand I would like to stress that
routine work is not the route wh ich leads to accurate stellar
dimensions, and that reliable observations (accurate lightcurves in several bands 01 a weil calibrated intermediate band
system, good high-dispersion spectra), use 01 a physically
realistic binary model (we have widely used a modilied version
01 that developed by D. B. Wood [WINK]), and simu/taneous
analysis of photometry and spectroscopy are essential. This, I
think, is very clearly illustrated by our analysis 01 the interesting
B2V system QX Car (in press).

More Data Still Needed
From the mass-luminosity diagram mentioned above and
Irom Fig. 1 it is seen that the 1-3 solar mass range 01 the main
sequence (i.e. A and F stars) is now reasonably weil covered,
but as al ready mentioned precise data lor more massive earlytype systems are still lacking. A large Iraction 01 the yet
unanalysed systems in the Copenhagen binary project belongs
to this group, and especially interesting is the O-type binary EM
Car lor which the y lightcurve is shown in Fig. 2. Detached
systems with such a nice uncomplicated lightcurve and weil
separated components are rare in this mass range (about 20
solar masses), and we expect EM Car to yield the most
accurate absolute dimensions available for O-stars.
In the late-type end 01 the main sequence, below 1 solar
mass, the situation also needs to be improved. Here new
double-lined candidates can hopelully be discovered and also
observed spectroscopically with the CORAVEL or similar
instruments.
Without going into the situation lor the more advanced
evolutionary stages I will draw attention to one more candidate,
namely TZ For. It is (to my knowledge) the only known doublelined eclipsing binary containing two normal giants. The period
01 TZ For is long - about 75 days - and the uvby lightcurves have
been obtained at the Danish 50 cm telescope in a campaign
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including many observers. The highly accurate radial veloeities
have been observed with the CORAVEL.
With the photometrie as weil as speetroseopie observations
of all the seleeted southern systems hopefully eompleted in the
first half of 1984, the data base for accurate absolute dimen-

sions will be signifieantly inereased - although still quite
ineomplete in some mass regions - and we look forward to
earrying through a eomprehensive and detailed diseussion
based on all results obtained from this long-term observing
programme at La Silla.

Some News About the Coude Spectrograph
ofthe ESO 1.52 m Telescope
P. Giordano and E. Maurice, ESO
The eoude speetrograph was installed at La Silla early in
1969; the first referenee speetra were obtained in May 1969.
Sinee the beginning of the routine observations, several
thousands of speetra have been taken, 8,127 with eamera 1 at
20.1 or 31.3 Almm-1 , 12,913 with camera 2 at 12.3 or 19.4 AI
mm- 1 and 2,058 with eamera 3 at 2.6, 3.3 or 5.1 Almm- 1 . After
14 years of often heavy duty, it appeared neeessary to do a
eareful overhaul of the speetrograph. Some signifieant
improvements were done during this 14-year period, but some
important eomponents had not been touehed during a very long
time, for instanee the two elosed eameras 1 and 2. The
overhaul was done between August 1982 and February 1983
under the supervision of P. Giordano and with the help of B.
Buzzoni. A. Torrej6n, E. Araya and J. Perez aetively partieipated in the foeussing phase and P. Alvarez and J. Torres, from
the workshop, in the meehanieal phase.
Most of the work done will only be notieed by the observer
from the improved quality of his speetra (mainly with eamera 1).
Other ehanges have been made in order to simplify the normal
observation proeedure and to allow some special operations
such as, for instanee, exposing several speetra on a single
plate.
Among the more important optieal adjustments done on the
speetrograph we mention the following: the eoude has been realigned with the teleseope polar axis. The speetrograph itself
has undergone a thorough optieal alignment with partieular
attention paid to eameras 1 and 2. The mirrors of these
eameras have been realuminized. The slit assembly has been
repolished and thereafter protected by a special eoating.
Some meehanieal improvements have also been done. The
movable plate-holder supports have been renewed to insure a
more exaet positioning in the foeal plane. Arevision of the
plate-holders themselves is also foreseen in order to improve
the fit of the plates to the eurved foeal surfaee. Presently 3
plate-holders may be used for both eameras 1 and 3 (in both
eases plate-holders Nos. 1, 2 and 3). In the ease of eamera 2
(Fig. 1) only plate-holder No. 3 is presently usable but other
plate-holders are eurrently beeing modified.
Finally a eomplete eleetrie re-eabling of the speetrograph
was done.
A number of modifieations and improvements whieh affeet
the use of the speetrograph have also been made. Following
the light path, first, the eomparison lamps deviee has been
ehanged: instead of using only an integrating sphere as
effeetive light-souree, a plane diffuser and a flat mirror have
been added. Changing from one of these systems to the other
is instantaneous. This permits the use of the new iron holloweathode souree with reasonable exposure times. Remember
that the flat-mirror system is 3.3 times faster than the planediffuser whieh in turn is 3.3 times faster than the integrating
sphere. Exaet exposure times will be available at the speetrograph.
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Fig. 1: B. Buzzoni and P. Alvarez disassembling camera 2.

Together with the new iron hollow-eathode lamp, the eomparison lamps now in use are the following: the iron-are, a
mereury lamp, a neon lamp and a tungstene lamp for photometrie ealibration of plates in the eoude speetrograph itself. A
eolour filter to isolate the eurrently used grating order is now
installed in the diaphragm of the source. Thus, it is no longer
neeessary to change these diaphragms if the eomparison lamp
is ehanged.
Following the light path, we now arrive at the deekerimmediately in front of the slit: the old prism-system is unehanged but
new deekers (Fig. 2) will soon be installed. These will permit a
better definition of the edges of the speetrogram and an easier
guiding; some special deekers will also permit several (two at
present) exposures on the same plate. Eaeh of these deekers
will also make it possible to insert a step-wedge, eontaining 8
neutral density levels, in front of the slit, for photometrie
ealibration purposes. This will enable ealibration plates to be

